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Book Information

Activities & Resources

Run Time 5:53

Author  Harriet Ziefert

Illustrator Ryan Sias

Narrator Alejandra Gollas

Publisher Blue Apple Books

Ages 5–7/PreK–2/AD410L–600L

Genre Narrative nonfiction

Text Structure Third person narrative

Themes & Ideas Gardening, sequencing, Spanish/English 
words

Language & 
Literary Features

Spanish/English words

Sentence 
Complexity

Simple sentences

Vocabulary garden tools, hoe, trowel, shovel, seedlings

Special 
Vocabulary

Spanish words

Illustrations Eco-mascot Greenie and garden friends 
are portrayed in bright, cartoon-style 
artwork.

Story Summary
Greenie Grows a Garden introduces children to 
common gardening words in English and Spanish as 
they follow adorable Greenie through a season of 
planting, tending, and harvesting berries. This title 
helps promote success in learning another language 
by starting with oral language development. 

Focus
Gardening

Activity Ideas
Sequencing
Put the scenes below in correct order. Use pictures 
and words.

 ● Choose garden tools
 ● Dig holes
 ● Plant seeds
 ● Water
 ● Seeds sprout
 ● Water and weed
 ● Plants grow bigger
 ● Flowers on plants
 ● Berries on plants
 ● Birds try to eat green strawberries
 ● Friends eat red strawberries

Additional activities can be found in the following 
pages of this document.

Greenie Grows a Garden
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Book Chat
NAME

Share your experiences with picking berries, apples, or pumpkins.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What did you learn about gardening?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the difference between a garden and a farm?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What new words did you learn when you read Greenie Grows a Garden?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What new words in a second language did you learn?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Follow Greenie through a season of planting, tending, and 
harvesting berries.

Discuss the story and write your 
answers together.

Greenie Grows a Garden
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Vooks Pause & Ponder
Pause at the indicated time 

stamps and discuss the story

1:05

1:33

2:55

5:28

3:58

4:53

What kinds of garden tools will Greenie choose?

What is the difference between a shovel and a trowel?

Greenie commits to watering the seeds every day and then, to taking care of the 
plants every day. What does this tell us about Greenie?

Greenie shares the ripe berries with friends. What does this tell us about Greenie?

Where is Greenie? Can you find him?

How does Greenie know the berry is ripe enough to eat?

After viewing the Book:
1. How are you and Greenie alike?  

How are you different?
2. Would you like to have a garden?  

Why or why not?

Greenie Grows a Garden
Each resource/activity which accompanies the title, includes an interactive 
activity, Pause & Ponder, to help children understand and explore a deeper 
understanding of what the story means to them. After children view the 
story for the first time, view the story again using the Pause & Ponder, 
pausing at the timestamps provided, to discuss the questions with the 
children. These questions are designed to help children make inferences 
about and explain several story events. Then follow-up with the probing 
questions provided in the after viewing section of the Pause & Ponder to 
support children’s ability to answer broader explanation questions. But, 
above all, enjoy!
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N
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oloring Sheet

In the green dotted areas below
, draw

 pictures of veggies you’d like to plant and 
then, w

rite the nam
es on the orange dotted line. C

olor in your seed packets.

SEED
S

SEED
S

SEED
S
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NAMEDrawing and Writing
Write a story about planting a garden.  
Draw a picture of your garden.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ .
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English To Spanish Vocabulary Cards
Instructions: 1. Cut out the vocabulary 

cards. 
 

2. Fold down the middle so 
that the English word is on 
the front and the Spanish 
word is on the back.

3. Use the vocabulary card 
to memorize both the 
English and Spanish 
words.

bird 

flower

seed

what where

two

day

friend

pájaro

florecer

semilla

qué dónde

dos

día

amigo

22 222

?? ?? ?
?

?
?
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NAMECircle the Garden Tools
Circle the tools that you would use to garden. Put an X 
through the items that are not gardening tools. 

soil

seeds




